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The theoretical frameworks explicitly or implicitly employed by diplomatic historians and
international relations scholars can lead to significantly different explanations for the
same historical events. Therefore, a sound understanding of the basic international
relations theories is required for a more comprehensive understanding of international
politics. However, students tend to shun theoretical topics and debates, considering them
irrelevant to practical issues and problems that they face in their daily lives. This paper
argues for employing simulations as a way of enhancing student learning of international
relations theories. It provides a justification and outline for the organisation and
development of a hybrid simulation using the Council on Foreign Relation’s Model
Diplomacy interactive platform. Hybrid simulations integrate components of both face-toface and cyber simulations, with students physically interacting during the more formal
simulation procedures (e.g., making formal policy statements and voting) and using the
cyber environments for informal activities (e.g., as negotiations). Ultimately, hybrid
simulations transform the learning environment by restructuring the interaction process
between instructors and students and can contribute to enhancing student learning and
their understanding of the main theories underscoring international relations theories.
The use of hybrid simulations becomes more relevant as universities continue to
promote more online educational opportunities for students and as unanticipated
disruptions require them to have more options available to continue providing students
with the best educational experiences possible.

Introduction
Many historical events, particularly international conflicts, evade consensual explanations.
For example, for several scholars, America’s decision to invade Iraq in 2003 was
essentially due to the Bush administration succumbing to resource-based special-interest
groups and the need to re-affirm U.S. imperial dominance in the Middle East region
(Hinnebusch, 2007). In contrast, some academics emphasised the role that ideational
factors played in leading the U.S. into war, namely the quasi-utopian ideals underpinning
the neocon’s worldview, (Boyle, 2004). Yet, for others, the source of the conflict lies in
the aggressive logic of the U.S. as a hegemonic power and the American public’s
acceptance of an increasingly expansive foreign policy (Yordan, 2006). A similar
discussion can be found regarding the great wars of the twentieth century. Despite the
abundance of studies that have come to light over the last seven decades, we may still find
scholars who confidently assert that the origins of these conflagrations are fundamentally
due to the inevitable clash among the Great Powers as they compete for survival in an
anarchic international system (Waltz, 1988). Still, others highlight how domestic politics,
i.e., Innenpolitik, have pushed the states towards military conflict (Levy, 1988).
Inevitably, both diplomatic historians and international relations scholars have struggled
to provide undisputed accounts for explaining the world’s most important conflicts. If
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such trepidation afflicts accomplished academics, one may easily imagine how students
must feel when trying to grapple with such conflicting assessments. Underscoring many of
these diverging historical analyses are complex theoretical frameworks. To the surprise of
most students, the study and interpretation of key international events is highly contingent
on the theoretical assumptions espoused, explicitly or implicitly, by each respective
researcher. While theories in the social sciences are not reliable for predicting events,
trends, or systemic transformations, they are important in helping us organise our
thoughts about the past and to serve as a starting point for reconstructing and interpreting
events (Bernstein et al., 2000).
However, as illustrated above, researchers embracing divergent theoretical frameworks
can come to significantly different explanations for the same historical events. This
challenge is shared by international relations scholars and diplomatic historians alike
(Stephanson, 2001). As George Modelski (1970, p. 114) noted over five decades ago, “the
ʻrealitiesʼ we perceive in international relations depend in part upon the theories we use in
data gathering and in empirical observation.” In other words, historical “facts” are not
categorical objects that are on display for all of us to see, but rather the theoretical
frameworks we espouse guide us to certain “facts” over others (Rosenau & Durfee, 2000).
Therefore, students of international politics need to have a sound understanding of the
basic international relations theories in order to know where to begin their analysis and
develop a more comprehensive understanding of the concepts and complex dynamics
involved in shaping the political world.
As instructors, it is incumbent upon us to help students gain a better appreciation for and
understanding of these theoretical frameworks. Accordingly, this paper argues for
employing simulations as a way of enhancing student learning of international relations
theories. Drawing on the author’s experience in organising simulations in higher education
in three different continents, this paper details the application of a hybrid simulation using
the Model Diplomacy platform in courses focused on international politics. The use of
hybrid simulations becomes more relevant as universities continue to promote more
online educational opportunities for students. Moreover, as the Covid-19 pandemic
confirms, universities are vulnerable to disruptions, requiring them to have more options
available to continue providing students with the best educational experiences possible.
Thus, the current paper begins by highlighting the concept of active learning and the role
of simulations as a strategy for fostering active learning in the field of international
relations theory. Subsequently, the paper provides an outline of the organisation and
development of the simulation as a guide for instructors looking to implement similar
projects in their courses.

Active learning in higher education
Considering the growing challenge in maintaining students’ attention on political issues
(see Majstorovic, 2001), teachers have increasingly tried to employ active learning
strategies in their classroom in order to foster greater student engagement with the
specific course content and enhance learning outcomes. Active learning is a very broad
concept associated with a multitude of different learning strategies and, therefore, defies a
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straightforward definition. In a recent attempt to establish the appropriate metrics for
measuring its use, Carr, Palmer and Hagel (2015, p. 174) identified some of the main
elements currently understood to be associated with active learning:
• active, student-centred, participatory learning;
• experiential learning, learning by doing and service learning, peer tutoring, laboratory
work, role-playing, and the use of case studies;
• learning activities involving technology, including simulations or games and the use of
mobile or classroom-based devices;
• learning by actively challenging and critiquing concepts developed through students’
own experiences or the experiences of others;
• learning involving interpersonal interaction between students and others;
• student control, autonomy, self-regulation and power relationships as important
learning activities (in contrast with “student-directed learning”).
Therefore, students take centre stage in the classroom and are encouraged to actively
engage with each other, their instructors and the content, with the goal of enhancing their
learning experience.
Despite some criticism (see Rochester, 2003), research has consistently demonstrated that
active learning strategies are more effective in promoting student engagement and learning
than traditional passive approaches (Wieman, 2017). Pedagogical studies highlight that
students in active learning classrooms tend to outperform peers in traditional classrooms,
exceed standardised grade expectations, learn more than in traditional lecture-based
formats, and also have the opportunity to compensate for the loss of face-to-face time in
the physical classroom (Baepler et al., 2016; Freeman et al., 2014).
However, as a survey carried out by Archer and Miller (2011) illustrated, political science
courses do not tend to devote a significant proportion of their assessments to active
learning. While international relations courses score higher than the other subfields of
political science, the overall percentage is relatively low, scoring less than 15 percent.
Therefore, rather than allocating the bulk of their time to preparing and delivering
lectures, instructors should increasingly devote their resources to developing curriculums
and lesson plans that maximise student learning through the inclusion of activities that
foster greater student engagement with the content, and encourage critical and analytical
thinking (Boyer, 2003). A broad array of active learning strategies are identified in the
scholarly literature. However, not all are suitable to university-level courses in international
relations. While not in any way exhaustive, Table 1 provides examples of active learning
activities commonly used in undergraduate and graduate international relations courses.
Over the years, numerous instructors have embraced the logic of the “gamification” of
education by employing a host of role-playing games such as board games (e.g., Diplomacy,
New Amsterdam, Settlers of Catan), video games (e.g., Age of Empires, Call of Duty, Medal of
Honor), and other custom-built games (see Hoy, 2018; Meinerz, 2018; Mugueta et al.,
2015). However, these games tend to focus on fabricated contexts and events. Many are
also lacking the broader political dynamics that are generally involved in real-world
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Table 1: Examples of active learning activities
Individual activities

Collective activities

Case studies
Case studies
Panel discussions
Daily / weekly journal
Collective peer review
Problem solving
In-class writing
Debates
Review sessions
Note comparison / sharing
Discussions
Role-play
One-minute paper
Enhanced lectures
Simulations
Peer review
Games (board / video games) Video production
Problem solving
In-class writing
Video production
In-class peer mentoring
Source: Bromley (2013); Faust and Paulson (1998); Florez-Morris and Tafur (2010); Srole, Endy
and Pfleger (2017).

decision-making. Therefore, they do not provide the most constructive opportunity for
students to apply and develop their conceptual and theoretical knowledge to authentic
international problems. In contrast, simulations using historical cases or current events
provide a more appropriate means for engaging students. As research demonstrates,
political science students tend to be attracted more to activities that explain “how the
world works” and to current events than to activities directed at merely developing skills
(Bunte, 2019).

Simulations and international relations theory
Simulations epitomise active learning in the realm of political science and international
relations. Over the years we have witnessed a growing use of simulations to help improve
student engagement and learning. Researchers have identified several advantages of
employing them in the curriculum (Asal, Raymond & Usherwood, 2015; Frederking, 2005;
Lightcap, 2009; Shaw & Switky, 2018). To begin with, simulations allow for a better
understanding of issues by providing an opportunity to integrate a broad array of
information and materials into a comprehensive, structured analysis and discussion. In
other words, students have an opportunity to apply the different theoretical concepts they
have learned to specific historical problems. Secondly, simulations help develop critical
and analytical thinking skills by collaboratively engaging students in problem-solving
activities. Thirdly, simulations permit students to reflect on the specific dynamics
underlying institutions. For instance, certain institutions have unique rules and norms that
determine negotiations and policy outcomes which can be best appreciated by being
immersed in their specific institutional context (even if only in a simulated form). Finally,
though not their primary purpose, simulations also provide an opportunity for fostering
greater socialisation among students and generating a group identity. In other words,
“simulations offer excellent ice-breaking functions, through their requirement of
purposive interaction, just as they offer a means to introduce problem-solving techniques
to students who might not have encountered them before” (Asal, Raymond &
Usherwood, 2015, p. 306).
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According to Raymond and Usherwood (2013), simulations foster student learning in
three distinct ways. Firstly, simulations increase student motivation to participate and learn
the content by being personally immersed in the experience. The relationship between
motivation and learning is well documented and attests to the direct link between student
motivation and engagement (Wigfield et al., 2019). Secondly, simulations alter the learning
environment and place students at the forefront of the learning process. In other words,
rather than passively receiving content from their instructors, students are actively
involved in assimilating knowledge through their personal experience. From this
perspective, simulations conform fully with Kolb’s experiential learning framework
(Figure 1). According to this educational theorist, learning – i.e., “the process whereby
knowledge is created through the transformation of experience” – results from two
dialectically opposed modes of adaptation to the world: action/reflection and
experience/abstraction (Kolb, 2015, p. 51). In other words, individuals generate
knowledge by acquiring information, either by lived experience or through abstract
conceptualisation, and transforming it through reflective observation or active
experimentation. Finally, simulations also contribute to enhancing learning by providing
different types of learning experiences for students. More precisely, by employing roleplay, visual representations, and other non-traditional classroom experiences, the
simulations can engage students with different “learning styles” or “multiple intelligences”
(Gardner, 1999).

Figure 1: Kolb’s experiential learning cycle (Kolb, 2015: p. 51)
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The pedagogical value of simulations is further amplified by the flexibility that they offer
instructors. Depending on the learning goals established by the instructor, simulations can
be “content-oriented” and/or “process-oriented” (Shaw & Switky, 2018). The former
seeks to emphasise the interests of the different parties in the negotiation or the content
of the final agreement. In other words, the goal of the simulation is to answer “who, what,
where, when” questions regarding a particular political situation or event (Shaw & Switky,
2018, p. 526). In contrast, the latter seeks to help students to achieve a better
understanding of the main dynamics involved in the negotiation; i.e., answer the “how”
and “why” questions.
The learning outcomes of the course can also influence the topic of the simulation.
Simulations can focus on issues dealing with security, trade, environment, pandemics, and
theoretical considerations, among others. The simulation can be based on historical cases
or hypothetical situations directly associated with current international issues and
challenges. Therefore, the simulations can be based on specific decision-making bodies
such as the United Nations (UN), European Union (EU), Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN), International Monetary Fund (IMF), U.S. National Security Council
(NSC), etc. Moreover, simulations can vary in their length, ranging from a single class
period to several weeks. In some cases, simulations are the central feature of the entire
semester (Shaw & Switky, 2018). Simulations can also accommodate a variety of class sizes
by allowing instructors to organise students individually or collectively.
There are also variations in the types of simulations available (Table 2) (see Ben-Yehuda,
2020). Face-to-face simulations are the traditional format and consist of students
interacting directly with each other in a physical class environment on campus or other
physical venue. Cyber simulations seek to take advantage of modern technology and allow
students to interact by using a virtual environment such as a social network, online
platform, or other virtual environments. Cyber simulations are a preferred option for
online courses and can be carried out synchronously or asynchronously. Hybrid
simulations, for their part, integrate components of both face-to-face and cyber
simulations, with students physically interacting during the more formal simulation
procedures (such as making formal policy statements and voting) and using the cyber
environments for informal activities (such as negotiations).
Table 2: Types of simulations
Type
Face-to-face
simulations
Cyber
simulations

Main characteristics

Students interact directly with each other in a physical environment on campus
or other physical venue.
Students interact by using a virtual environment such as a social network,
online platform, or other virtual environment.
Integrate face-to-face and cyber simulations, with students physically
Hybrid
interacting during the more formal procedures and using the cyber
simulations
environments for informal activities such as negotiations.
Source: Adapted from Ben-Yehuda (2020)
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Using hybrid simulations seeks to take full advantage of the innovations available to
students and instructors alike. The benefits of using hybrid simulations were neatly
summarised by Ben-Yehuda, Levin-Banchik and Naveh, who highlighted that:
The virtual environment extends the physical campus location and drastically changes
the meaning of time and space. If the academic calendar demarcates the learning slot on
campus and its duration, the virtual milieu redefines it. You and your students can meet
as often as needed on cyber forums. Each student can extend the learning process to
interactions with peers. Many of the sources are always available, and the use of texts,
photos, and video clips allows students to move in time to other periods that are central
to the topics they study. (…) Even more so, the web forums and social networks make it
possible to run simulations with participants from across the globe to create a genuine
intercultural process among peers in faraway countries. This greatly helps students grasp
the complexities of world politics with different cultures, worldviews, and attitudes.
(Ben-Yehuda, Levin-Banchik & Naveh, 2015, p. 5, 7)

Moreover, hybrid simulations also transform the learning environment by restructuring
the interaction process between instructors and students. Rather than the traditional “topdown”, vertical interaction process in which instructors “transfer” knowledge to students,
hybrid simulations provide an opportunity to strengthen horizontal interactions among
students. In this situation, students assume a more active part of the knowledge-creating
process. More precisely, by increasing engagement inside and outside the classroom,
hybrid simulations offer “more room for a progressive dialogue and the gradual
development of critical thinking” (Ben-Yehuda, Levin-Banchik & Naveh, 2015, p. 8).
However, research demonstrates that scholars focused on teaching political theory have
been fairly reluctant to embrace many of the teaching innovations that have been
associated with active learning over the past few decades. In fact, in a survey of over 1,000
political theory instructors, nearly two-thirds of the respondents stated they never used
simulations or dramatic enactments in their courses (Moore, 2011). Courses on political
theory tend to follow a “standard model” of teaching that emphasises abstract concepts
through lecture-intensive teaching which limits student engagement (Gorton &
Havercroft, 2012; Johnson, 2008). As a result, students find theoretical issues to be
irrelevant to the practical issues and problems that they face in their daily lives. However,
as mentioned above, understanding international politics requires knowledge of the
theoretical frameworks underscoring international relations. Only by understanding the
different theories can students appreciate why the same political phenomena can many
times result in conflicting descriptions and explanations.
In the recent past, several studies have been carried out employing historical simulations
to teach political theory. The results are encouraging as post-simulation surveys report
that academic performance and students’ engagement with and understanding of the
course content is improved by participating in these activities (Gorton & Havercroft,
2012; Weidenfeld & Fernandez; 2017). As one study noted, “the merit of the simulation
from a political theory perspective is that it shows students how key political ideas shaped
the values and interests of people in historically significant events and how these
individuals in turn shaped history” (Gorton & Havercroft, 2012. p. 58).
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Active learning strategies have also been employed to teach international relations’ core
theoretical assumptions for some time. For instance, researchers have highlighted how
board games (Bridge & Radford, 2014), films (Simpson & Kaussler, 2009), and “two-level
game” simulations of territorial disputes between fictitious states (Enterline & Jepsen,
2009) can be used to try to enhance students’ knowledge of the main theoretical concepts
and tenets in international relations. However, international relations theory courses have
only gradually employed historical and/or “real world” simulations in the classroom to
bridge the gap between theory and practice. As Sears (2018, p. 225) has pointed out, “If
simulations are to be effective methods for teaching students about IR theory, then theory
should be a core element of simulation design.” Accordingly, our course was designed and
organised with this objective in mind.

Design and overview of the simulation
Any simulation should be designed to best promote and achieve the course’s learning
outcomes. The simulation is employed as an active learning strategy in the Debating
International Relations course at Flinders University (Adelaide, South Australia). The course
serves as the intellectual, educational and, social hub for the Master of Arts (International
Relations) degree. In other words, it is the foundational course of the masters program
and provides students with the main theoretical and conceptual frameworks underscoring
the degree. In terms of content, the course examines the key theoretical debates present in
international relations and applies them to contemporary and historical issues within
global politics. Its main educational outcomes are to provide an account of the key
theoretical paradigms in the study of international relations, and to apply these paradigms
to contemporary and historical events within global politics. The course is organised as a
weekly three-hour seminar encompassing twelve sessions. The cohort is composed of 1525 students, the majority of whom have no prior academic experience in international
relations. In this section, we offer a step-by-step account of the development and
implementation of the simulation (Figure 2).
Building the foundations for the simulation

The simulation is conducted at the end of the semester, taking up three of the final four
sessions. The decision to organise the activity at this time is predicated on the assumption
that it allows students to take advantage of the knowledge and skills developed over the
semester and thus, to better contextualise, synthesise, and apply the content learned to the
simulation (Shaw & Switky, 2018). Therefore, prior to running the simulation, students
prepare for the role-play throughout the first half of the course. More specifically, the
course is organised in a way that provides students with an opportunity to develop their
understanding of the main theoretical frameworks in international relations, as well as
develop their capacity to apply the frameworks to specific historical case studies.
Throughout the first five class sessions of the semester, students read and discuss several
primary texts for each of the following theoretical frameworks: realism/neorealism,
liberalism/neoliberalism, constructivism, and post-positivism (critical theory, post-
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Content
Knowledge

Content
Application

Simulation

• Primary readings on international relations theories
• Class discussions and analysis of theories

• Case studies on historical international events
• Class discussions and analysis of case studies

• Preparation
• Execution
• Reflection
• Assessment

Figure 2: Overview of the simulation development and implementation
structuralism, post-colonialism, and feminism).1 The main objective is to introduce
students to the main concepts and assumptions underlying the theories. In assessing the
texts on the different theories, students are provided with a set of broad scaffolding
questions which help in guiding the readings and their analyses. The provision of guiding
questions, outlines, and other instructional supplements is grounded on the existing
research that suggests that they contribute to improving student performance in the
simulation (Raymond & Usherwood, 2013). More precisely, in order to assess the theories,
the questions are:
1. What is the historical background of the theory?
2. What are the major tenets of the theory?
a. Who are the main actors in international relations according to the theory?
b. What are the principal relationships and dynamics in international relations
according to the theory?
c. What are the principal assumptions of the theory?
3. Who does the theory benefit or seek to benefit?
4. How was the theory valid, useful, or correct in its time?
5. Which tenets of the theory are challenged (provide examples)?
6. Which tenets of the theory became lasting contributions?

1 When we refer to constructivism in this article, we are referring to the theoretical framework used
in international relations and not as a theory for teaching and learning.
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The set of standardised questions also helps students find common issues and themes
across the readings, allowing for a comparison of the similarities and differences within
and among the different theoretical frameworks.
Once the students have covered the main theoretical frameworks, gaining an
understanding of the main tenets underscoring each theory, they use the next three class
sessions to develop their critical and analytical skills by analysing a series of case studies
from different theoretical perspectives. The cases studied focus on three instances of
international conflict: (1) origins of World War II; (2) sources of the U.S. invasion of Iraq;
and (3) sources of the rising geopolitical confrontation between the U.S. and China. The
readings for each week provide different theoretical explanations for each of the
respective events under analysis. The main objective of the case studies is to move beyond
the mere conceptual theoretical issues and help students understand how each theoretical
framework emphasises different issues and provides different explanations. For instance,
when considering the growing geopolitical tension between the U.S. and China, the
readings highlight both realists’ arguments that war is inevitable (Allison, 2017) and liberal
theorists’ more optimistic prospect for cooperation (Ikenberry, 2018), as well as
constructivists’ more nuanced emphases on the threat narratives in each country
(Ambrosio, Schram & Heopfner, 2020).
In conformity with the primary readings on the theories, students are provided with a set
of broad scaffolding questions that seek to assist them in their analysis and application of
the theoretical frameworks to the case studies. The questions are:
1. What is the phenomenon/event covered in the readings?
2. What are the major causes/driving forces of the phenomenon/event identified in each
of the readings?
a. How do the explanations differ in the readings?
b. What common assumptions do the readings offer?
3. What is the theoretical framework used to explain the phenomenon/event identified in
each of the readings?
a. Identify and explain the theoretical framework underlying the explanations – i.e.,
identify and explain which elements of a particular theory are present?
4. Which elements of the theoretical framework are absent and/or contradict the
explanation of the phenomenon/event in each of the readings?
5. What are the shortcomings of each of the explanations of the phenomenon/event
identified in each of the readings?
Running the simulation

Currently, there are several online simulation platforms and packages commonly used in
university classrooms dealing with international affairs. We use the Council on Foreign
Relations’ Model Diplomacy (https://modeldiplomacy.cfr.org/) for the simulation. Model
Diplomacy is an online interactive international politics simulation platform. While
instructors and students must register online, it is currently available free of charge. At the
time of this writing, Model Diplomacy’s case library contained 29 contemporary and
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historical cases covering issues as diverse as interstate conflict, humanitarian intervention,
civil unrest, cyber warfare, climate change, migrations, and infectious disease outbreaks,
among others (some examples in Figure 3). The platform also offers several pop-up cases
with short, one-page scenarios based on more contemporary policy issues. Both the
contemporary and historical cases and the pop-up cases are regularly updated, and
students are able to run simulations as members of the United Nations Security Council
(UNSC) or the NSC depending on the type of case selected. In our simulation, we use the
UNSC as the deliberating body and use a case focusing on an impending military threat to
the international community. Therefore, the main objective of the role-play is for students
to discuss an international response to this challenge.

Figure 3: Extract of Model Diplomacy case library webpage
(Source: Council on Foreign Relations, n.d.; use PDF 'zoom in' function to read)
Before the simulation begins, students need to obtain background information on the case
selected for the role-play. In many situations, it is incumbent on the instructors to provide
students with the necessary materials for them to become acquainted with the situation. In
other situations, students may need to carry out background research autonomously or
with minimal guidance from the instructor. However, research demonstrates that unless
this component is graded, students will not dedicate much effort to background research
(Shaw & Switky, 2018). Model Diplomacy permits instructors to manage this issue by
providing rigorous and engaging case notes (consisting of texts, videos, maps, timelines,
historical documents, and other supplementary resources) that allow students to obtain
the necessary information on the issue for each case (Figure 4). Afterwards, roles are
assigned to each of the students. While there are several different ways of attributing roles
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(see Shaw & Switky, 2018), in our simulation, students are allowed to select the respective
country delegate they wanted to represent in the UNSC, and any disputes are resolved by
the instructor.

Figure 4: Extract of Model Diplomacy case background information
Source: Council on Foreign Relations, n.d.; use PDF 'zoom in' function to read)
Prior to the role-play, students are also asked to prepare a set of draft clauses for a
potential UNSC resolution. These draft clauses form the basis of the discussions and
negotiations in the role-play. Specifically, students are asked to bring:
• two to three preambular clauses that describe the issue at hand, consider the
international context, and outline previous agreements and existing organisations; and
• three to four operative clauses that present responses to the situation.
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Each operative clause should present a complete proposal, making sure that the proposed
solutions are within the powers of the UNSC and are practical. In developing the
operative clauses, students are reminded that they might be designed to work in concert
(e.g., economic sanctions, mediation, peacekeeping operation) or might be a set of
alternatives from which they hoped one would be adopted (perhaps three peacekeeping
proposals that differ in their details). Students are also advised to use subsidiary clauses if
their operative clauses drift afield. In order to help develop their preambular and operative
clauses, students are directed to the Model Diplomacy’s UN Security Council Draft Clauses
Rubric (Table 3), as well as to the UNSC resolutions webpage and other institutional
sources (American Model United Nations, n.d.; Best Delegate, 2011; Council on Foreign
Relations, n.d.; United Nations Security Council, n.d.).
Table 3: UN Security Council draft clauses rubric
CONCERNS
What needs improvement

CRITERIA
What is expected

ADVANCED
What is excellent

Purpose:
• There are two to three
preambular and three to
four operative clauses;
• Clauses are properly
formatted and styled.
Preambular clauses:
• Accurately identify relevant
prior agreements and
existing organizations.
Operative clauses:
• Are practical and within the
UN Security Council’s
powers;
• Address who;
• Address what;
• Address when;
• Address where;
• Address why;
• Address how;
• Address funding.
Source: Council on Foreign Relations (n.d.).

The simulation is carried out throughout the course of two class sessions, involving three
rounds. While our simulation follows a hybrid format, Model Diplomacy allows instructors
to organise the role-play as a cyber simulation where all the stages and interactions are
done online/virtually.Student interactions during the simulation need to be structured so
they are aware of what is expected of them and how they can successfully participate in
the role-play. By providing a series of well-established rules and procedures for running
the simulation, students are prohibited from “engaging in actions that are impossible in
the real world” (Raymond & Usherwood, 2013, p. 157). In addition, role-specific
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instructions are provided to students for the role-play. Model Diplomacy facilitates this
process by providing information on the case roles, namely a description of each role,
issues for consideration, and research leads. Model Diplomacy also provides a detailed guide
for the simulation, with instructions on how the role-play is carried out (Table 4).
Table 4: Guide to UNSC simulation role play
Round
One: Public
meeting

Timing
2 mins per
participant

Objectives

Procedural notes

Receive a five-minute
briefing from the
secretary-general on
the issue to be
discussed; Present
opening statements;
Crystallise the central
questions of debate.

During opening statements, the president of
the UNSC will recognise country
representatives in the order in which they
request to speak, and no representative may
speak again if others have not yet spoken.
Following opening statements, country
representatives are free to openly debate the
statements made, evaluating the various
positions on their merits.
The president will recognise country
representatives in the order in which they
request to speak. Representatives should
limit their statements to one minute each,
but if time allows the president may permit
them to speak longer. The president may
also invite any participant to speak as he or
she deems it appropriate. Any participant
may motion for a ten- to fifteen-minute
break, during which representatives can
move freely and work on their draft
resolutions individually or in small groups.

Two:
Informal
meeting

30 to 60 per Debate each participarticipant
pant’s proposed
clauses; Edit, add, or
drop proposed
clauses and combine
them into one or
more draft resolutions; Draft a presidential statement
using proposed
clauses and/or new
material if no draft
resolution appears
acceptable to the
group.
Three: Public 1 to 2 mins Hear summaries of
meeting
per partici- any draft resolutions
pant
as well as arguments
for and against
adoption; Vote on
draft resolutions in
order of submission;
Attempt to adopt a
presidential statement
by consensus if no
resolutions are
proposed or passed.

Source: Council on Foreign Relations (n.d.)

The president will call first on the draft
resolution’s main author(s) and then on
other countries that wish to make
arguments for or against the resolution. To
be adopted, Security Council resolutions
must receive at least nine votes in favour
and no dissenting votes (vetoes) from any
of the five permanent members. A state
may abstain, often to indicate ambivalence
or mild disappr-oval (in contrast to strong
opposition). According to the charter,
abstentions are mandatory if the state is a
party to the dispute in question.
Abstentions by permanent members do not
count as vetoes; the resolution will pass if it
receives the necessary nine votes.
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The initial two rounds are carried out in the first class session devoted to the role-play. In
this session, the UNSC president provides an initial briefing of the topic under discussion
and students present their opening statements, providing the main ideas underscoring
their draft clauses. A period of debate is then open for general statements from the
delegates. In the second round, students debate each other’s proposed clauses and make
an initial attempt to work on draft resolutions individually or in small groups.
Afterwards, the students have the entire week to carry out negotiations outside the
classroom. This component is an essential feature of the hybrid simulation model. While
many hybrid simulations use social network platforms such as Facebook, Skype, and
Dropbox, in our simulation we employ as many of the tools available in the University’s
learning management system (LMS) as possible to keep students from feeling
overwhelmed by having to engage with multiple external resources. Flinders University
uses Moodle as its LMS and complements it with other technology support products to
form the basis of the Flinders Learning Online (FLO) platform. Besides all the necessary
information and instructions available in the course FLO webpage, several activity
modules are created and added to facilitate student interactions. The chat activity module
allows students to have text-based, real-time synchronous discussions and negotiations,
whereas the forum activity module allows them to have asynchronous discussions over
the week. In order to aid and promote the negotiation of the resolutions, the instructor
allows files, such as draft resolution proposals, to be attached to forum posts. The latter
has the advantage of permitting students to subscribe to a forum and receive notifications
of new forum posts. In order to facilitate virtual face-to-face interactions, students have
access to a Collaborate virtual classroom which is always available to them during the entire
simulation. Students also use their institutional emails (which were posted on a general
simulation forum) in order to contact specific individuals.
In the following class session, the students meet once again in the physical classroom and
carry out round three of the simulation. This session begins with the president calling first
on the draft resolutions main authors to present their resolution proposals and then on
other delegates that wish to make the case for or against the resolutions. When no other
delegates want to intervene (and there should be some good judgement to try not to
prolong the discussion too much), students vote on the draft resolutions in order of
submission. To be adopted, UNSC resolutions must receive at least nine votes in favour
(i.e., 60% of the votes in the affirmative) and no dissenting votes (vetoes) from any of the
five permanent members (i.e., China, France, Russia, U.K., and the U.S.).2 A country may
abstain in order to indicate uncertainty or mild disapproval (in contrast to strong
opposition). Abstentions by permanent members do not count as vetoes and the
resolution passes if it receives the necessary 60% of the votes.
If no resolutions are proposed or passed, delegates can attempt to adopt a presidential
statement by consensus. A presidential statement is made by the president of the UNSC
2 In order to allow all the students to have an equal opportunity to fully participate in the
simulation, all the students can be allowed to vote as long as the percentages and veto rules are
maintained.
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on behalf of the council. No formal vote is taken on a presidential statement. Rather, it is
adopted by consensus among all the delegates (although some may abstain). Delegates
have the option of voicing their opposition to the statement, which is then recorded in the
document. While presidential statements are similar in content and tone to resolutions,
they are generally less specific and are not legally binding.
All presidential statements generally follow a similar structure, which tends to be more
flexible and informal than a UNSC resolution:
1. Overview: an overview of the meeting or informal session that gave rise to the
statement in question.
2. Body: five to fifteen paragraphs, each beginning with “The Security Council,”
reflecting the consensus opinion of council members and sometimes providing an
overview of past actions on the subject. A presidential statement is often used to
reaffirm the council’s support for ongoing UN missions and initiatives or to provide
progress reports on these initiatives.
3. Signature: the signature of the president of the Security Council.
In order to help students write the presidential statement, they are provided with examples
from the UNSC Presidential Statements website (United Nations Security Council, n.d.).
Debriefing and assessment

After the role-play is concluded, students participate in a debriefing session. The main
objective of the session is to review and examine the results of the learning objectives
associated with the simulation. Students are encouraged to discuss the main elements of
the simulation, highlighting the processes and outcomes and provide a preliminary
theoretical explanation for them. This provides students with an initial opportunity to
think about their final assessment in the simulation. While there are several forms of
grading student involvement, the learning goals of the course are again essential when
considering the final output of the simulation. Therefore, students must write a simulation
reflection paper (worth 40% of the final grade), consisting of a theoretical analysis of the
role-play. The goal of the final paper is to use the different theoretical frameworks studied
in the first half of the semester and analyse the simulation process and outcome according
to each. To write their final reflection paper, students are provided with a simulation
paper reflection guide which helps assemble and organise their final paper. The guide is
structured as follows:
I. UNSC Resolution

Present the final UNSC Resolution approved in the simulation (or
Presidential Statement)
II. Resolution context
State the main event dealt with in the simulation;
(app. 250-500 words)
Explain the approved Resolution (or Presidential Statement) – i.e.,
explain what actions were approved and why;
III. Theoretical analysis of Analyse the event of the simulation (particularly the decision that
the phenomenon/event in informed the Resolution) from the different theoretical perspectives
the simulation
– i.e., how would each theory explain the decision taken by the
(app. 3,000 words)
UNSC: *
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IV. Conclusion
(app. 250-500 words)
V. References
(does not count for word
total)
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• Realism/neorealism;
• Liberalism/neoliberalism;
• Constructivism;
• Post-positivism.
* Keep in mind the main assumptions underlying each theoretical
framework (e.g., view of the international system, main actors, main
relationships, main dynamics, etc.). Highlight the theoretical analyses
main similarities and differences.
Personal reflection on how you are influenced by theoretical
assumptions.
Discuss the broader implications of these analyses for the debates on
international relations theory.
Make sure you use references (in-text referencing) to support your
claims and arguments – use the readings from this semester.

It is important to highlight that failure to reach an agreement in the role-play does not
imply that the simulation was unsuccessful. Rather, as Shaw and Switky (2018, p. 527)
clarified, “it may be very realistic that a definitive conclusion to negotiations is not
achieved.” After submitting the paper, students are provided with detailed feedback in
order to consolidate the course learning goals.

Conclusion
International politics is characterised, first and foremost, by complexity (Freire & da
Vinha, 2015). When viewed through different theoretical lenses, this complexity can lead
to divergent interpretations and explanations of important international events. Students
of international politics and diplomatic history need to develop a sound understanding of
the concepts and assumptions underscoring the different theories in international
relations. However, as research demonstrates, students tend to shun theoretical topics and
debates. Over the years, active learning strategies have been increasingly used to engage
students with positive results. Simulations have been singled out as a particularly effective
active learning strategy.
As Shaw and Switky (2018, p. 532) pointed out, “simulations are, by definition, simplified
versions of reality.” However, simulations are particularly useful in helping students
appreciate the complexity of international politics, by providing them with the
opportunity to “live” events. More precisely, as Asal, Raymond and Usherwood clarified:
This “bringing to life” leads directly to the final assumption, namely that the world is
complex, by which we understand that, despite such simple rules, the results are
intrinsically uncertain and non-linear, because of the chaotic nature of human interaction.
Put differently, when we run a simulation, then we do so in the knowledge that both the
process and the outcome will vary from iteration to iteration, and indeed it is precisely
that uncertainty that we wish to convey to students. (Asal, Raymond & Usherwood,
2015, p. 305)
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Hybrid simulations are particularly useful in underscoring the complexity of international
politics by fostering “parallel learning” as students are actively engaged in the learning
process inside and outside the classroom, for extended periods. More precisely, by
incorporating face-to-face and virtual interactions, hybrid simulations “accumulate to
form a new way of teaching designed to develop an open-minded approach to theory and
findings” (Ben-Yehuda, Levin-Banchik & Naveh, 2015, p. 10).
However, simulations are not a panacea. While they offer instructors an alternative means
to engage students and actively involve them in their learning experience, they are a
complement but not a substitute for other educational strategies (Shaw & Switky, 2018;
Shellman & Turan, 2006). They need to be developed and framed by the course’s learning
objectives. The simulation detailed in this paper offers a contribution to using simulations
to help enhance students’ understanding of the main theoretical frameworks in
international relations. It provides students with the thought laboratories which are so
often missing in the social sciences and humanities and which allow them to actively
experiment and apply their conceptual and theoretical knowledge to “real world” events.
The simulation presented here serves as a template for employing active learning strategies
inside and outside of the classroom and can be adapted and adjusted to meet other
learning objectives.
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